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Preface 
 

The quotes on the title page are why we need to understand WHAT THE HELL HAPPENED on 11/3 and 
the following days, weeks, and months. 

Oh, and remember all the articles from 2016 through 2020 just before the election about how insecure 
our elections could be? No? Here are just a few links from Kanekoa the Great. And the toddlers in 
grownup bodies have the absolute GALL to tell US the 2020 Election was the cleanest, fairest, most 
secure election ever. 

We now have four years of articles from the corporate media talking about the cyber security nightmare 
that is the modern US election system leading up to what they now call the “most secure election in 
American history.” The three links below are just a sample. The rest are listed in the Reference Section 
at the end of this document. 

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2016/08/2016-elections-russia-hack-how-to-hack-an-
election-in-seven-minutes-214144/ PBS: Recounts or no, U.S. elections are still vulnerable to hacking 
(December 26, 2016) 

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/nation/recounts-no-u-s-elections-still-vulnerable-hacking CBS: Hacker 
demonstrates how voting machines can be compromised (Aug 10, 2016) 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/rigged-presidential-elections-hackers-demonstrate-voting-threat-old-
machines/ FOX: Princeton Professor demonstrates how to hack a voting machine (Sep 18, 2016) 

Why is this important? Because all those involved in developing the Grand Theft Election 2020 video 
game with which they replaced the real election spent FOUR YEARS telling us EXACTLY how they were 
going to steal the election. And they now expect us not to call them out? 

These people are like toddlers in grownup bodies working together to scam mommy and daddy out of 
the video game Grand Theft Election that they’ve been told repeatedly not to touch. Reminds me a bit 
of the Garden of Eden story, save that Adam and Eve were innocents, and these toddlers in grownup 
bodies—also known as minions of the Serpent—are anything but innocent. I’ll be as nice as I can and not 
call them what they really are. 

So, these toddlers in grownup bodies really, really, really want to play that video game with all those 
lovely states just waiting for them to drive them around and make their people do what they want them 
to do. Not only that, but they really HATE Mommy and Daddy for not giving them everything they want 
when they want it. Instead, Mommy and Daddy have spent four years dismantling the huge Tower of 
Power they’ve spent thousands of years building brick by brick, secret by secret, so they can finally make 
Mommy and Daddy do exactly what they say. They seem to think playing Grand Theft Election 2020 will 
fix everything to their own satisfaction. 

In time we will learn all the sordid details of who the toddlers in grownup bodies are that came up with 
the grand scheme to replace the real Election 2020 with the Grand Theft Election 2020 video game. This 
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project is intended to show how the video game actually worked. Once you understand that, we aim to 
provide enough details for each state based on publicly available data by people who know what to look 
for so residents of any state can begin the process of setting up forensic audits, including voter 
canvassing, in their states based on the Arizona Protocol, which is just a starting point. 

The toddlers in grownup bodies seem to believe their Grand Theft Election 2020 video game is a really 
good (if not perfect) simulation of a real election. Draza Smith disabuses them of that notion. 

“The largest take away from this evaluation is not that we reach a final percentage; we always 
will in an election, but that the movement to that final percentage is not what would be 
expected in a truly fair election and that we have events that cannot be explained by normal, 
expected processes.” 

Did these people really expect the scientists, mathematicians and engineers wouldn’t see right through 
them? 

Apparently, as is typical of toddlers in grownup bodies, stuck at the mental and emotional age of two no 
matter how bright they are otherwise, they didn’t expect all those people to put in untold thousands of 
hours analyzing the election pro bono—much less someone like me putting a project like this together 
without expecting to earn a penny. They thought the cost of analysis—to say nothing of the cost of the 
full forensic audits needed to at least try to untangle the mess left behind by the theft of the video 
game—would be far more than anyone would be willing to pay. But that’s because these toddlers in 
grownup bodies don’t have a clue about how adults think, much less act, to deal with reality. 

This analysis has to be done so the adults in the room can properly understand how the toddlers in 
grownup bodies managed to swipe the video game and its player—and where they’re hiding it. 
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Introduction 
 

Most of what follows is a compilation of data provided by Seth Keshel analyzing each state by the 
potential excess votes for Biden by county within each state based on publicly available records such as 
voter rolls, election results, and population changes. Seth’s heat maps showing problem areas in each 
state are followed by Draza Smith’s analysis showing how the election results are clearly manipulated 
using an engineering function called a sixth order polynomial or PID like that used for the cruise control 
in your car. Her work is based in part on Dr. Douglas Frank’s work as he discovered how that polynomial 
was set up using 2010 census data and voter registration rolls in counties across the county to create a 
“bank” of phantom voters to fill in the numbers as called for by the algorithm. 

It might have worked—except the tsunami of voters for Trump (and an internet outage in Florida, 
among other technical glitches) broke the algorithm and forced the real election managers to scramble 
all resources to “fix” the problem so they could “save” democracy from us evil and disgusting sheep who 
refuse to do what we’re told by our “betters.” Sorry. Yes, that’s really how these people think. Didn’t we 
hear Ruby Freeman tell us that on her viral video? Don’t we see it in the Time article “The Secret History 
of the Shadow Campaign That Saved the 2020 Election?” https://time.com/5936036/secret-2020-
election-campaign/ 

 

Illustration by Ryan Olbrysh for TIME 
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Since credentials are considered important, here are those of Seth Keshel, Dr. Frank and Draza Smith. 

Seth Keshel is a former Army Captain of Military Intelligence and Afghanistan Veteran, working with 
General Flynn and Sidney Powell as an election data analyst. In an interview, Seth reviewed his California 
data analysis and charts, suggesting California begin by targeting the following three counties for audits: 
Kern, Shasta, Placer. He also took questions from Patriots all over the country addressing important 
election and audit related concerns. It's moments like these we’re reminded WE ARE ALL IN THIS 
TOGETHER. 

Dr Douglas Frank - Dr Frank is a physicist, chemist and mathematician with a Ph. D. in Surface Analytical 
Chemistry. In 1990 Dr. Frank discovered and invented a technique for creating three dimensional images 
of molecules resting on surfaces. This led to a cover article in Science Magazine. Dr. Frank has 

researched the 2020 elections following the data of the election returns county by county across 
the country, revealing that the 2010 national census data was used to pre-set the algorithms in the 
voting machines.  This in turn manipulated the 2020 election rolls by injecting phantom votes into 
the election totals. 
 
Draza Smith - Draza in a licensed P.E. and has an M.S. in Electrical Engineering and M.S. Computer 
Engineering. She has completed her doctoral work in Computer Engineering with only her PhD 
dissertation to complete. Draza has worked for Sandia National Labs focusing on Cyber and Grid 
Security. 

My own credentials aren’t important since all I’m doing here is compiling a lot of their hard work into a 
form that can be studied by those unwilling to spend days going through tons of Telegram posts. But if 
you must know, I have 15 plus novels available on Amazon, and I do copy editing for a couple of friends 
who are selling a lot more novels on Amazon than I ever did (or likely ever will). 

I’m also one of the founding members of the MT First Audit Chat (under the America First Audit 
Channel) and I publish daily updates in e-letter format to nearly 130 Montana Patriots learning how to 
morph from Sheep of His Pasture into His Lions of Judah by acting as Abba gives us tasks to execute 
using His Power (of prayer) and Authority (of decree). And I’ve spent 40 years fixing and fighting with 
computer and electronic technology, much of that as tech support for Gateway Computers, then 
Adelphia, Time Warner Cable and Spectrum (formerly known as Charter Communications). 
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How I Fell Down the Rabbit Hole 
By Draza Smith 

I watched the new “Absolute 9-0” video that Mike Lindell put out.  I had so many questions after 
watching this! I realize the 19 pcaps his whistle blower showed us are just handful of the actual total of 
those captured, but the communication comes from China, Iran, India, UK, Brazil & Ukraine. So, the 
people that collected the pcap file had to be monitoring all of the international internet pipelines that 
come into the US and possibly satellite connections, because the routing couldn’t possibly have brought 
all that through a single pipe. This is as it should be to avoid detection if you were being a really bad guy. 
Then the filtering would have to be done to pull out just the communications that were being directed 
to the IP addresses for the voting machines that were not supposed to be connected to the internet. Do 
the voting machine manufacturers have their own MAC address prefix? This is a HUGE amount of 
intelligence to gather in order to gather this into a cohesive capture file.  

Additionally, if you look just at AZ, the target machines were in the same county, but the attacks came 
from different cities in China. And the IP Addresses for the 2 Pima County machines were not even on 
the same /24 IP range...which means that they had to be in different polling locations at a minimum, if 
not in different precincts of that county. How did the people that captured this data know what the IP 
addresses of the machines were? Determining this by inspection of the contents of the message 
package would be a herculean endeavor.  

When Mike (Lindell) says that it is an absolute miracle that we even have this evidence to evaluate - he 
is not lying, and I don’t think people realize what a crazy effort it must have been to collect this data! 
Thank you for an amazing, incredible amount of work you did for all of us. 
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The map on the previous page shows the internet connections into the US. This doesn’t count satellite 
connections. The monitoring involved to pull together a pcap file to detect attacks from China, Iran, 
Brazil, Ukraine, South Korea and UK...think of how diverse the routing from all those attack vectors 
would be! And they got pcap files of all of it! 

 

Editor’s note: This table is the left half of the complete table. The right half is on the next page. 
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IP addresses - ranges for the attacks going to the same counties - sources from different locations 
attacking the same counties. Logistically, this is massive. 

Yeah - I know this is not confirmed yet. But my prediction (a la The Great Carnac reading through the 
envelope) is that if this is true and there are 254,000 ballots missing in Maricopa, then when they tally 
up the numbers, Trump’s votes will exceed Biden’s votes by 243,000. Adding in 254,000 mystery votes 
for Biden would then give him the win by 11,000. Such ballots probably existed, were probably either 
printed in China or Xeroxed - and probably burned in that fire at Hickman’s Farm or were shredded (or 
both). 

I don’t know if this was coordinated or not, but it seems to be brilliant timing that Biden should present 
himself at the G7 just prior to the completion of the AZ audit. Now, when the audit comes back, the 
world will be on our side. They will say, “We knew Americans were not stupid enough to vote that in as 
their leader. Carry on...” 

Once the results come out about the level of fraud in Maricopa County, who is going to believe that 
Pelosi, Schiff, Swalwell and Waters won their elections fairly when California very likely used the same 
fraud? 

The election of 2020 was not counted, it was calculated. 
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Editor’s Note: Just because the pcap data wasn’t presented at the Cyber Symposium in August doesn’t 
mean it isn’t valid. My understanding is that the FBI and possibly other government agencies tried to set 
up a sting operation of their own by inserting a “poison pill” into the pcap data and preparing arrest 
warrants to serve on anyone accessing the data. Now, why would they do that? Trying to keep 
something hidden? 

So, Mike Lindell and his red team changed plans with the help of Tina Peters, Clerk and Recorder of 
Mesa County Colorado. She brought forensic images of one or more Election Management Systems 
before and after Dominion techs did a “system update” which essentially wiped out all the voting data. I 
watched that section of the Symposium live, and it is referred to in the Reference Section. 

As someone familiar with Windows, I could see and understand exactly what the experts were talking 
about. So, dear toddlers in grownup bodies, don’t try to tell me I don’t know what I’m talking about. The 
Dominion Techs broke Federal and State law by erasing data that is supposed to be kept for 22 months. 
What are you trying to hide? The Grand Theft Election 2020 video game—and the player—you managed 
to swipe from their hiding place in Daddy’s locked game cabinet? Haven’t you learned the coverup will 
get you every time, no matter how hard you try to hide your crimes? 

For more on that, check out Professor David Clements’ video of the Vote Trafficking Parable (link below). 
I watched that presentation live as well, so again, don’t try to tell me what I saw wasn’t “valid.” The man 
is a prosecutor for heaven’s sake. He knows what he’s talking about. 

https://rumble.com/vl2qbo-mike-lindell-cyber-symposium-professor-david-clements-the-vote-
trafficking-.html 

All that said, back to our story, with Dr. Douglas Frank telling us what he found. 
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2020 Election Data Research Reveals Troubling Patterns 
By Dr. Douglas Frank 

“I discovered the algorithms that were controlling the election,” said Frank (@FollowTheData). “To us on 
the outside watching the election, we see these behaviors and don’t understand them – [but] I can 
[now] predict them based on what I know is underlying it.” 

When Frank charted the number of ballots received by each age, he found an uncanny correlation 
between that graph and the graph of registered voters and census data. They virtually matched each 
other, he said. 

Upon further study, Frank determined that a precise formula was used to control the election results, 
and he was able to ultimately derive the actual numerical values that were used in the formula. He said 
that once he discovered the formula, he was able to predict the exact turnout by age in other counties 
in Pennsylvania. 

Frank told viewers on the livecast that voting machines were connected to the internet, and that voter 
registration rolls are accessible online. He has concluded that voter registration rolls were artificially 
inflated with “low-propensity” voters in order to supply a pool for “phantom ballots.” 

“Each county’s registration rolls are artificially inflated,” said Frank. “For example, people who have 
passed away – you don’t remove them from the registration roll, so that gives you extra voters.” 
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Frank said that, based on his calculations, he estimated a significant percentage of the votes cast in the 
2020 election were actually “phantom votes.” Phantom votes, he said, are legally invalid ballots because 
they are attributed to people who, for example, died before the election, have moved out of state, 
already voted, are convicted felons, are underage or who say they did not actually vote. To corroborate 
his estimate, he assembled a team of canvassers who went door to door in Pennsylvania with a 
randomly selected list of people who supposedly (according to election results) cast a ballot in the 2020 
election. The canvassers found, according to Frank, not about 20% as he initially believed, but over 30% 
of the ballots cast were from phantom voters. 

After studying Pennsylvania, Frank studied Michigan, Wisconsin, Colorado, and other jurisdictions. He 
finds that the same essential patterns are in every state. And, Franks says, there is significant 
corroborating evidence of the scheme across the nation. 

https://www.einnews.com/pr_news/542874813/dr-frank-2020-election-data-research-reveals-
troubling-patterns 
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More Evidence 
From the Gateway Pundit 
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According to this analysis of the Edison election database, there were three nearly identical pauses in 
vote counting in Georgia and Pennsylvania. 

The first pause started on November 4th at 3:41AM EST in Pennsylvania and 17 minutes later at 3:58AM 
EST in Georgia. 

The second pause started on November 5th at 11:40 AM EST in Georgia and 29 minutes later at 12:09 
PM EST in Pennsylvania. 

The third pause started on November 6th at 2:30 PM EST in Pennsylvania and 14 minutes later at 2:44 
PM EST in Georgia. 

Biden took the lead in both states at the end of the third pause. 

Why were there pauses in vote counting in both states and why were these pauses coordinated at 
nearly the exact same times? 

Article: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/caught-new-report-shows-coordination-collusion-pa-ga-
2020-election/ 

Editor’s Note: What is Edison? Eagle 321 explains on Draza Smith’s Telegram Chat: 

“Edison Research is the ONLY company in the United States that collects election day ballot data for 
each of the 3,141 counties in the United States. This tiny 40-person company is the sole provider of 
election day data to the National Election Pool used by every major news network and paper in the 
United States including ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN. Edison’s data is collected in real-time and updated 
minute-by-minute for use by news outlets. 

“Typically on election night Edison’s data shows an increasing number of ballots for each candidate 
throughout the night, but this year Edison’s real-time data showed a unique phenomenon. Inexplicably, 
voting systems from Dominion, Election Systems & Software, and other firms began reporting to Edison 
that thousands of votes were being switched from Trump to Biden. The biggest switch was in 
Pennsylvania where 220,883 of Trump’s votes were switched to Biden and 941,248 votes were simply 
removed from their count (Edison’s data does not show how many of those votes were taken from 
Trump versus Biden). It seems more and more likely that Edison’s real-time data has inadvertently 
revealed the greatest election fraud in American history.” 

I remember watching Pres. Trump’s speech the night of 11/3/20. He told us this was going to happen, 
almost to the minute. I went to bed feeling quite depressed by the knowledge that the toddlers in 
grownup bodies were going to steal the election. Oddly, when I woke up the next morning, I felt 
considerably better—and have watched with great interest over the next days, weeks, and even months 
as they did exactly what Pres. Trump said they were going to do. He knew, because all of this has been 
the biggest sting operation in the world—and in His Story. 

For a sting to work, you have to let the criminals in the front door and out the back with all your 
possessions—and then let them try to cover up the evidence they’ve left behind. You have to let 
everyone involved reveal themselves as they walk into your traps. You don’t want just the Ruby 
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Freemans. You want the masterminds at the top of the Tower of Power. Since very few of them spend 
any time in this country, you have to make the sting worldwide. That takes time. 
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The Controlling Algorithm 
By Draza Smith 

I figured out that if you take the assumed target of the %Trump/%Biden vote and sort them in numerical 
order and plot them, you get a curve that is a perfect 6th order polynomial. 

 

FL didn’t turn out the way the schemers planned. Once FL was called for Trump, they had to stop the 
counting and reshuffle the states. NC is in the middle at ~100%, The states that got shuffled into Biden’s 
pile are the ones that stopped their counting to have their percentages recalculated. 

Some of them were moved more than others. The ones with the biggest moves in percentages had 
obvious jumps in the vote totals for Biden. 

If you take the number that the state is in line, such as WY=1, and substitute that for X in that equation, 
the value that you get for y is the percentage of Trump votes to Biden votes that that state will have at 
the end of counting. It looks like this was assigned before the first vote was ever cast. 

The number of total votes in the state really didn’t matter. There was flipping, adjudicating, 
discarding...the numbers seem to show this. The important value was the overall percentage.
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Editor’s Note: Guy Smith (no relation to Draza) has created a Power Point pdf detailing exactly how the 
election was stolen using PID Controllers. With his permission I am including the info from several of his 
slides. The chart on the previous page is also part of his presentation, so I won’t include it again. 

Remember the Time article linked to earlier? The “cabal” insisted they were “fortifying” the election. 
Guy’s response is, “They weren’t fortifying the Election, they were rigging it with PID controllers.” 

It’s possible there was internet feedback at the precinct level in those counties using election machines 
made by either ES&S (like we have in Montana) or Dominion, given that Smartmatic software is 
embedded in the processors of both, as I understand it. However, not all counties, particularly the rural 
ones, have election equipment. I know there are ten of the 56 counties in Montana, for instance, that 
still use paper and count by hand. However, it is possible that the count totals are transmitted to the 
Secretary of State’s office over the internet. Determining if there’s a difference between the county’s 
results and those recorded by the Secretary of State would require that someone think to ask… 

While we don’t yet know exactly where the commands to the PID control software were inserted into 
the election equipment—whether at the precinct level, the county level, the state level or some 
combination—let alone by whom, it’s clear from all the information provided here and in the state 
reports now available that someone (or a fairly large group of controllers) was managing the 
coordination of this process, most likely from outside this country. 

The 40,000 ft. view that allowed these people to adjust the results on the fly (no matter how obvious 
those adjustments were) and coordinate with people “on the ground” in specific counties of specific 
“swing” states to CYA (i.e. try to cover up or remove the evidence) for them in the days following the 
election strongly suggests this. 

And Robert Justice points out wi-fi or direct internet connections aren’t the only way to insert 
commands into PID control software. There’s also what he calls “foot-net,” using thumb drives like the 
one Ruby Freeman’s daughter passed to a coworker in that other viral video. And how many thumb 
drives in assorted battleground states have gone missing? 
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Our Election was Stolen with PID Controllers 
By Guy Smith 

• The 2020 Presidential Race was not an Election 

• It was a Computer Simulation pretending to be a Presidential Election 

• Basically no one’s vote was actually counted 

• The Outcome of the race was pre-determined to be a “win” for Biden 

• This Presentation is a Summary of the findings of Draza Smith’s exposé that our Election was stolen by 
a Computer Simulation that used 50 PID Controllers, one per State. 

• The most common application of a PID Controller is the “Cruise Control” in cars 

• The term PID Controller is used loosely here to signify a tracking behavior rather than an exact tracking 
architecture. It is likely that this tracking algorithm involves a distributed Network architecture of 
Centralized Operators using Master Servers and Slave Tabulators to produce a pre-determined Election 
result that purposely disenfranchises voters.  
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This presentation only deals with Item # 1 below. 
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Step Response of Colorado during the 2020 Election 

Excluding the minor anomaly around update # 18, this is the Step Response of a Classic Critically 
Damped PID Controller tuned for a Biden win in CO (Trump/Biden ratio = 0.763). This is possible because 
Deep State has CO almost 100% covered with Dominion Internet-Connected Hardware. 

This is the Holy Grail for Deep State because a critically damped PID Controller most closely simulates an 
Election counter and avoids the tell-tale undesirable “hunting” found in most tracking algorithms. This is 
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undoubtably what Jena Griswold meant when she said, “Colorado has the best Election Systems in the 
Country.” 

https://www.denverpost.com/2021/08/12/election-security-colorado-mesa-county-jena-griswold/ 

 

This graph shows how Big Brother has been modulating the voter rolls in Colorado over the last 3 
Elections with Phantom Voters 

They do this to give themselves plenty of phantom voters for their candidate on Election Day. They’re 
doing the same dance in every other state in our Union. (from @riffology) 

Editor’s note: While I’m not putting the 6th order polynomial graph in again, go look at it and realize the 
battleground states from OH to MI are right in the middle, in the following order: OH, TX, FL, NC, GA, AZ, 
WI, PA, NV, MI. 
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50 Parallel PID Trackers, 1 per State, each with a preprogrammed setpoint (the green line). 
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Conclusion 
Wireless Internet Connected Tabulators in 6 Battleground States Controlled More than 90% of the 
Votes. 

AZ, NC, MI, WI, GA, PA and their Nearly Critically Damped, Rigged, PID Controllers Pretended to be 
Counters on Election Night. (So did those in all the other States) 

The main point of this presentation is that nearly 100% of the registered voters in each State are 
serviced with Tabulators that are connected to the Internet.* 

The State PID Trackers operate pretty close to critical damping. In that mode they more closely resemble 
Election counters.  

The tradeoff is that the critically damped Controllers will have a slower response time and may not 
reach the desired set points in the allotted time. In those cases the set points are changed to produce 
the desired result in each State.  

These “votes” are manipulated in real time across the Wireless Internet Connection to produce the pre-
determined Election Outcome. The Steal is actually happening in all 51 States (including DC) and that is 
why Nationwide Audits are a must!  

* “We support a variety of Wireless Modems....., 3G GSM including the latest 4G Standards, Verizon, 
AT&T, Sprint and all Networks” Ref (6) Eric Coomer, VP Dominion Voting Systems 
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Summary 
So This Is How They Stole the 2020 Election. 

They know the outcome beforehand. In the Early Voting phase, the Trump votes are likely the first to be 
discarded. Run the Tracking Simulation (i.e., a ‘Cruise Control’ type algorithm) to its predetermined 
setpoints, deleting as many Trump votes as you can in Real-Time while also adding necessary ghost 
votes for Biden from an almost infinite supply of fake ‘registered’ Independents. 

After the Election, assign Phantom names and addresses to the ghost votes. If any of the ghost votes are 
actually real people, they’ll never be contacted by either Party because they are Independents. Now 
delete all the unnecessary Phantom voters from the registration rolls before any Auditor notices. Then 
hide all the Phantom voters included in the rigged counts of each State by down-streaming back to the 
Tabulators LONG AFTER THE POLLS ARE CLOSED. Be careful to spread them thinly by selecting their 
addresses randomly over a thousand Precincts. 

If anyone notices in a particular Precinct call it a “Glitch” or a “Human error.” Follow that statement with 
“Well it wasn’t enough to change the outcome of the Election.” 

Editor’s Note: And that’s how the toddlers in grownup bodies stole that video game player with the 
Grand Theft Election 2020 game cartridge and spent the last 10 months playing it. Ever since, they’ve 
been scrambling to clean up the messes we adults have been pointing out to them—when they aren’t 
doing everything they can to keep us from examining the evidence they missed—like the sounds of 
crashing cars leading into the closet where they hid to enjoy their game properly. 
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Introduction 
 

In this section, we’ll see Seth Keshel’s take on the strategy used to steal the 2020 election, followed by 
Draza Smith’s examples of how the PID (cruise control algorithm) was used to “mimic” a real vote count 
in order to get the desired result—a Biden/Harris “victory.” 

Please read Part One if you haven’t already so you understand how the PID algorithm works. I have put 
out each state as a separate PDF which includes Seth Keshel’s heat map to show which counties are 
most likely to have provided the majority of phantom voters used to pad Biden’s numbers. This 
document is specific to Montana. 

Unless otherwise noted, all commentary is by Capt. Seth Keshel or Draza Smith. 

 

 

Editor’s note: Graphic provided by Guy Smith as a reminder that we were told—by both sides—going 
into Election 2020 that what we were about to see was the biggest con-game—or sting operation—in 
history. 
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By Seth Keshel 

The way the election was presented to the people on 11/3 is critical to understanding the entire 
sequence of events.  

For those still watching FOX - turn it off. They were the key player in initiating the steal. See the top of 
this graphic - Trump enters election with 204 EVs in bag (yes, GA was 300,000+ at end of election night 
and even the local paper didn’t have it competitive, or Richard Baris)... NC takes him to 219 (won over 
fraud), FL takes him to 248 (won), and then, if he gets AZ, he only needs PA or MI to win or WI/MN to go 
to 269 tie. 

In steps FOX - call AZ. Why did it have to be them? Because with NC/FL won and GA won, hitting the 
breaker on AZ puts the 70% of Trump voters watching FOX to bed without expecting victory that 
evening.  

In the dead of night the operation began, as we all know.  

The five red states targeted for steal are below in the graphic above. Why steal them? To distract from 
PA WI MI surgical operations. Example: “why would you expect Trump to win PA when he can’t win GA, 
which is always red?” 

Editor’s Note: The toddlers in grownup bodies discovered early on they needed to distract Mommy and 
Daddy because, being toddlers, they weren’t capable of planning the “perfect” crime. They’ve spent the 
months since then yelling, “Squirrel!” to distract us while they hide or destroy more evidence of their 
crimes. 
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Examples of How This Happened in Several States 
By Draza Smith 

 

Editor’s note: The following graphs show the predetermined setpoint as the straight line at the top or in 
the middle, and how the “vote count” was driven to it. 
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Draza explains: I think GA was going the way of FL and going to end not meeting the assigned setpoint. 
But they kept counting ballots until they slammed it into that setpoint. 

 

South Carolina was destined for Trump from birth. But - had a much stronger turnout for Trump than 
reported. To hit their setpoint, they had to adjust - any control engineer knows that a pretty well tuned 
PID controller has one overshoot, one undershoot and settles into the setpoint. 

This was controlled by modulating the votes in each reporting interval (new votes since last timestamp 
report). I am using the timestamp data from the nyt-api .jsn files. 

 

They accomplished this control by splitting the new votes for each interval to be the same as the overall 
vote that the candidate had at the time it was reported, until a swap from one candidate to the other 
was requested to walk the overall percentages in one direction or the other. 

Ed Solomon and Dr. Shiva have done a lot of work to show how the precinct votes were controlled to 
achieve this demanded total. 

The reason the precinct machines had the votes to meet these numbers is because they could pull, as 
needed, from Dr. Frank’s credit line of ballots to make the numbers be what they needed to be. These 
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are all my theories and I didn’t see anyone do this - the data analysis just makes it look like this is the 
story of what was going on. 

Words matter. “Secure” may mean pre-determined outcome. Used in a sentence: “Due to all the 
planned foreign interference, Biden’s win was totally secure.” 

When the method used to shape the outcome is completely laid out, it relies on a single thing. There 
was too much apathy in the American voting public. Manipulation of the voter roll entries of people that 
didn’t come out to vote gave the control algorithm Dr Frank’s credit line. If everyone cared more about 
who was going to be elected and showed up on election day, this type of manipulation would not be 
possible. Other types would be, but not the type seen in the 2020 election. 

So... important point here. You can totally have a network of computers that are connected to each 
other but none of them are connected to the internet. This has been a lot of the claims to the public that 
the machines were networked, but isolated. They still get IP addresses to be on the local network. But – 
if just one of those computers is connected to the internet, even by another connection, like a cell 
modem, then suddenly they are ALL on the internet. 

Julia H asks the following: 

“So then those counties where votes exceeded the total of registered voters just really screwed up?” 

 

To Julia H above  Yes! Look at this picture. That is SC. You can see that they removed over 2500 votes 
from 11/7-11/11, and they removed them so it didn’t change the ratio of the votes of 
Trump/Biden....This is pretty typical of what I am seeing in all the states. 
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In reading the comments to the previous post, these are the reported numbers. Everyone should be 
questioning these reductions, but no one looked for them before. Here is the SC website with the 
reported data that you can look at for confirmation: https://static01.nyt.com/elections-
assets/2020/data/api/2020-11-03/race-page/south-carolina/president.json and you can see the time 
series entries in there that show the reductions. Just do a ctrl-f search for one of these total vote 
numbers and it will jump you to that section. Just understand it is in almost every state, not just SC. 

Look at the pinned picture that I have in this chat showing the National Key Curve (see it below). This 
curve was step one in this part of the setup. Someone calculated the curve and then ordered the states 
within that curve to get the electoral college split that was planned. Then count from left to your state 
by whole numbers starting with WY=1. So - Ohio is in position 23. If you plug in 23 into that function at 
the top of the plot in place of x, you get 116.8%, which is the 117% setpoint that the Ohio ratio settled 
into during the election “count.” 

Editor’s Note: The state PDFs will be stored on Telegram at https://t.me/GrandTheftElection2020, with 
each state named in the order it ended up plotted on the National Key Curve (next page). 
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Editor’s Note: Draza goes into more detail on Michigan later. See that PDF on my Telegram channel 
(above). Consider the following as part of the examples of how the election was put on “cruise control.” 

 

Draza continues: Your wish is my command. Michigan shows the shift to the new setpoint after FL’s call 
for Trump. 

Another note! These are all my conclusions based on the officially reported numbers. I do not have any 
proof - yet - of the actual manipulation. However, I am hoping that the story that the data is telling me 
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and that I am passing on to you will be verified by the hard work of people performing the forensic 
audits. This type of data analysis will lead to corroboration or additional explanation of what they find. 
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Is My Secretary of State Complicit in the Fraud? 
By Dr. Frank 

I was speaking recently with a state legislator who had just taken the red pill. 

They were angry and sad to discover what is happening in their state and in our country and are joining 
other legislators around the county to address the issue. 

As a state legislator, they are legally entitled to examine the state voting records but are being denied 
access by the Secretary of State. And as we are now seeing in multiple states, the SoS office is now 
declining all requests to view the voter databases, despite the fact that these are public information that 
they are legally required to provide. Why? 

Because we figured out the steal. 

Now, across the country SoS offices are CYA. Pay attention to who is hunkering down, and who is 
encouraging transparency. 

Essentially, we know from the PCAP data that every state and county was hacked. Is that necessarily the 
fault of the SoS? No. If they own up to their vulnerabilities and admit they were hacked, they could be 
heroes of election reform. 

Where are these Secretary of State heroes? 

Seems to me if they are hunkering down, which suggests they must be hiding something. 

And we know what it is. 

Dr. Frank’s Methodology 
By Draza Smith 

1) Pick a single county 
2) Gather the census data from your state at the county’s current level that you can sort by age 

(year, not group bucket). 
3) Get a copy of that county’s voter registration database with year of birth listed 
4) Get records of who in that registration database returned ballots. 

This is the hardest part of the whole process, getting this data. Then you plot all those on a single graph. 

The clever part comes next...you look at the relationship between the registration numbers curve and 
the returned ballot curve. Take all of the ratios between the 2 curves (like what is the ratio of the 
number of 23-year-olds that are registered and how many returned a ballot). You will have 80-some 
numbers from 18 to the oldest person in that county. 

Then, you plot those ratio values as a single curve and fit a trend line in Excel of a 6th order polynomial. 
Show the formula and get the coefficients. This is your key. 

Then, you can take that function to the next county - put in the number of 63-year-olds that are 
registered to vote and the answer out of that equation is the number of ballots returned by 63-year-olds 
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in a DIFFERENT county. That is the predicted vote plot on his graph. There is no rational reason that you 
could know how many ballots the 63-year-olds in a county across the state returned by knowing how 
many ballots were returned by the 23-year-olds in your county. 

Ok! I have seen a few requests for explaining the apparent vote “flips.” If you go through all of the math 
you will see that there was vote flipping between the main candidates - back and forth - and using the 
3rd party totals like a bank account - this was all for the percentage control and was not a flip to win the 
election by itself - per se. So @John_Wayne902 requested the hard math and gave me a video that he 
put together that shows the vote flips here: https://rumble.com/vh1ufp-irrefutable-proof-2020-
presidential-election-fraud.html 

I’m going to go through the math and show why you saw this on TV. Hopefully it will make sense in this 
format. 

 

The basic math that is seen when we are walking the %Trump/%Biden to the setpoint is shown in this 
example. I call it split and swap. 

So, my math numbers might look a little different because I took the percentage that is provided by 
Edison and did some precision extension which allowed me to see the control algorithm. When I was 
analyzing the vote changes line by line, the actual number of votes really isn’t as important as observing 
the control that was being exerted over the vote totals. But in the video the first mystery swap is seen 
here: 
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Based on these numbers, I looked up when this was happening in the reported totals and the control 
algorithm was having a really hard time getting the reported voting under control. The algorithm has the 
count under control when the reported vote count since the last timestamp (interval votes) is able to be 
split into the exact same percentage as the candidates have of the overall vote. 

 

The voting reports during this event are shown here. The lines that are highlighted the peach color are 
lines where the total number of overall votes was reduced from the total that was reported in the 
previous timestamp. They were adjusting the total here to reduce the total number so they could still 
keep counting ballots and not go over the population of PA, I suspect. The lines that are highlighted in 
yellow are the blocks where the flipping occurred. 

So, on line 49, there is a reduction of 239804 votes from the previous timestamp. You can look these up 
on the nyt-api data and verify. This reduction was applied to Trump, Biden and the 3rd party totals to 
reduce the total number of votes. The math shown in the chart above was used to swap +4.8% of the 
overall vote to Trump, reduce Biden’s vote by 4.9% and dump the remaining 0.1% to the 3rd party bank 
account. Notice when looking in the 3rd Party % of interval change, they get a constant donation from 
the last line if no swap affecting their totals was requested. 

The information in line 50 was what was displayed on the screen for the first report. I am not sure 
exactly how they were doing their math - if any interpolation was involved, but we will do a straight 
math here. The total number of votes was 877724 with a reported percentage for Trump of 40.2%, 
which is 352845.048 - so this is the right line, Similarly, Biden has 517857.16. The 0.048 and 0.16 of a 
vote ends up being kind of important. There is really no reason they couldn’t have reported the total 
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number of votes for each candidate and let the news guys calculate the percentage instead of the total 
votes... but doing it this way helps obfuscate the math. 

But, to get from line 49 to 50, we calculated the interval votes (total votes from line 50 minus total votes 
from line 49) and got 5942. The previous reported percentage for Trump (I am using the numbers with 
the precision extended) was 39.85%, So, we multiply the interval total by that and get 2367.887. The 
algorithm is requesting a change of 0.3% total movement for Trump (well, I am saying that - but I only 
see the effect). So, 0.3% of our total current vote total of 877724 is 2633.172. Adding those together 
gives us 5001.049. This is 84% of the interval total. Similar calculation can be done for Biden and only 
the split of a constant 0.8% for the 3rd party. This is split among the 3rd party candidates if there is 
more than 1. 

So, we can go down the lines doing this same math. The timestamps are pretty close so the next line is 
not shown, but the following line is the next one that is shown on the TV updates. 

The controlling algorithm has demanded that we reduce Trump’s overall percentage by 10.1%!! And 
reduce the overall total by 114k! This happened to be a bad combination for showing off on the TV. 
There was also a dump to the 3rd party requested on this update. So, when all the math fell out, it 
looked like Trump’s numbers had decreased. But they were just flipping by multiples of 0.1% of the 
overall vote between the 3 columns to try and achieve the setpoint. 

After all of the adjustments on lines 49-54, we finally get to line 55 and the algorithm has regained the 
control after the above modifications. Now on line 55, the percent of the interval votes of 129 can now 
be split among the candidates so that each candidate gets only the percentage that is equal to the 
percentage they have of the overall vote until another adjustment towards the final setpoint is 
requested. Oh! And the reason that it works out exactly like that is because of the fractions that I 
mentioned above were important. Silly, old-fashioned 1person/1vote election counting wouldn’t be 
nearly this flexible! 

Mystery solved, @John_Wayne902? Any more questions? You can work out the math for all the other 
apparent flips and reductions the same way. It appears as though the preference for doing the split AND 
swap is when we receive a large number of interval votes - that hides it. But when the swap is requested 
at a time when there is also an overall vote total reduction or a small number of interval votes, it stands 
out in the TV summaries. 

Now, this was the method that I used to be able to see the control algorithm; good chance that the real-
time data was not these blocky movements, but a continuous function. So - actual numbers that are 
found reported from place to place may not exactly match, but this is the way the cruise control 
algorithm was moving the overall percentages by controlling the interval percentages. 

My opinion about how to fix this: paper ballots counted by machines with blockchain ledgers. Parallel 
count of the paper ballots done by pairs of people from different parties that agree on the count. 
Submission only when the numbers match at a precinct level. Each person gets a timestamped code 
associated with their vote that they can go online and verify that that vote is shown with the correct 
time stamp and who was voted for while still protecting the privacy of their vote from others. 
Adjudication of any in-person vote is illegal...send an alarm that it can’t be read...the person is standing 
right there! Have them fix it before they leave. Oh...and lobbying and/or financial contribution to any 
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political person or group by a company that makes the counting machines should be illegal as a conflict 
of interest. 

I have been getting suggestions for a lot of wonderful ideas about designing a new, secure election 
system and I dig a lot of them. I love studying cryptography. So... we should learn from that discipline 
and, whatever plan we put in place in the future, consider Kirchoff’s Principle and Shannon’s Maxim. 
Those 2 together yields a concept to test new systems against...something like: “One ought to design 
systems under the assumption that the enemy will immediately gain full familiarity with them, but even 
with the knowledge of how they work, without the specific key, they remain secure.” 

I just got the most hysterical message! I got a screen shot that shows that after we here, Captain Seth, 
Dr, Frank, Ed all started talking - that the vote numbers on certain Secretary of State websites show that 
the last update to the voting numbers is 7/17/2021! Even working on a Saturday!! I PROMISE I will share 
this one as soon as I am provided the link for verification, and will let you know if it was a faker...but 
while I am waiting - can everyone go check the last update dates on their SoS and/or county voting 
numbers information sites for the Nov 2020 election? Many hands make light work! 

Editor’s Note: See next two pages… 
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[Forwarded from 1776 v2020] 
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This might not be nefarious - but I think it is a good thing to make note of and find out why. 
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How the Voter Registration Rolls Were Padded in Colorado 
By Guy Smith and Theresa Holmes 
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Editor’s Note: Guy Smith sent me the graphs (above) of unaffiliated voter registrations in El Paso County, 
Douglas County, and Mesa County. 

He says: “It is likely none of these data (gathered by @riffology) represent valid ballots. We’re watching 
a B-movie that is pretending to be an Election. Notice that the Republican and Democrat mail-In ballots 
were unchanged from 2016 to 2020. If these ballots were legitimate, one would have to conclude that in 
2020 it was only the Independents (UAF) that were concerned about Covid19 (not the R’s or the D’s). 
And the Independents were concerned with a time series curve that somehow exactly matched the 
Republican mail-In ballots.” 

Editor’s Note: As a resident of Colorado Springs (in El Paso County) for 25 years before moving to 
Montana, I can’t tell you how sad I feel to know the Establishment (mostly the Blue Party) has managed 
to kill the reddest county in the state. I remember the pride we felt to know that we were the linchpin 
for Republican Presidential candidates. Then Hillary took the state in 2016 (cheating all the way, as the 
2016 charts above show). Worse, the Blue Party took the governorship and all the executive offices, as 
well as both houses of the legislature and bragged all the way to office in 2018. How depressing! 

I left in March of 2019 and don’t plan to return in this life, much as I miss the view of Pikes Peak. 
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Grand Theft Election 2020™ 
 

Georgia 
 

 

Introduction 
By Theresa Holmes 

After Seth’s heat map, Draza Smith analyzes Georgia. 

Again, we’ll use Seth Keshel’s heat map to show where we’re most likely to find the phantom voters 
(assuming their election officials haven’t already scrubbed their voter rolls). Then Draza Smith will tell us 
what happened with those phantoms. 

Please read Part One and Part Two if you haven’t already so you understand how the PID algorithm 
works. 

I will always start with Seth Keshel’s heat maps and analysis because you, our readers, can then work 
together to develop procedures to get full forensic audits going in your states. Just because Seth didn’t 
do the District of Columbia doesn’t mean you can’t find ways to get a full forensic audit done here. 
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These should include getting copies of your county’s voter rolls and checking them for oddities like large 
numbers of people registered from a single-family dwelling or empty lot, same signature multiple times, 
and so on. This should also include ensuring no “updates” are done to your election equipment that 
could violate state and federal laws regarding how long election records are to be kept, and so on. You 
can always check at America First Audit https://t.me/AmericaFirstAudits to find the link to your State’s 
Audit group and learn what’s going on there. 

 

Heat Map by County 
By Seth Keshel 

 

GEORGIA 

Biden – 2,473,633 (49.5%) 

Trump – 2,461,854 (49.2%) 

Red - Rampant 

Yellow – Likely/Suspect 

Green - Clean 

Much like Arizona, Trump set a high-turnout era boom with 373k added votes, solidifying support with 
standard conservatives and winning more black men. 

Democrats on the other hand, though vote gain is expected with population growth, had been stuck in 
same 104k vote loop (Obama down 70k in 2012, Clinton up 104k), only for Biden to gain 597k in one 
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election to win the state by an eyelash.  14,000 fraudulent votes kept David Perdue from winning on 
11/3 and sent him to runoff. 

Pattern is heavy cheating in metro ATL counties and shaving in northern GA exurban and rural counties 
that are massively pro-Trump.  Estimate 311k excess votes (Gwinnett & Fulton 35k, DeKalb 30k, Cobb 
25k). 

If accurate on 311k excess, Trump margin should have been roughly 52.6 to 46.1 (6.5%) with a margin of 
299k votes. 

Best audits (RED) – Carroll, Cherokee, Columbia, Coweta, Forsyth, Houston, Lowndes 

READ ATTACHMENTS (above). 
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Georgia 
By Draza Smith 

 

 

Now we look to what trouble switching NC caused in GA!! GA had been born destined to be a Trump 
girl! And she was actually pretty happy about that. We can see the double peaked hill feature again - we 
are still riding that same algorithm. I am not really clear on where the first setpoint was, but the curve 
seems to indicate it was around 116%. It was settling in nicely and then the call came in that they had to 
move. Now, the trend looks like GA was actually trying to break away like FL did. So, they called in help. 

 

That close to vertical drop to the new setpoint in the graph above relates to the large number of votes 
that were entered when the "water pipe burst". Here we can see it - ~162000 votes - reported 2 minutes 
after the last update - and 136000 (~80%) of them went to Biden. Oh! And notice we stole some from 
the 3rd party at the same time.  Go big or go home...to the basement or something... 
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So - again - just to make this clear - I don't KNOW any of this, but this is the story the data is telling me. 
That things in GA kinda went down like this. 

A few other observations - The shape factors of the "Total Vote" curves are still so very similar. We 
would expect to see the vote totals both increase, but not in such a tied manner. The rounded bump 
around interval 75 for GA is just really hard to explain if they are not tied together somehow. And, North 
Carolina, like Texas, had the strange putting votes in and taking them out and adding small numbers 
before the first large number of votes are entered. I am becoming more and more convinced that this 
must be for some sort of algorithm memory filling. 

Editor’s Note: This information is also in the North Carolina story because the two states’ history in this 
theft were so closely related. It’s kind of like two cars driven by thieves side-swiping each other in their 
desperate efforts to get away from the police chasing them—which ripples across the playing field as 
each bump deflects the cars out of their original courses to hit other cars, until you have a massive 
traffic jam of damaged cars—and a lot of thieves, those toddlers in grownup bodies—trying to figure out 
how to make the mess go away before the cops (Mommy and Daddy) show up and put them in timeout. 

Don’t they realize they’re just digging the hole deeper? 

Of course not. They’re all toddlers in grownup bodies, and they have a LOT to lose, possibly including 
their lives, and certainly all their wealth and power and connections. They ARE being called to account, 
not only by We the People, but by Reality as a whole. If they go on refusing to accept the fact that they 
have lost, because Reality IS and they follow masters that are essentially figments of their own 
imaginations, they are not going to like the end of the game when they must tip over their king in 
acknowledgement of checkmate. 

Put another way, they are car thieves stuck in the middle of the biggest car wreck you ever saw, caused 
when the “car” labeled Florida spun out of control, then kissed North Carolina, which then kissed 
Georgia, and so on. They’re now surrounded by wreckage they caused, and it just keeps getting worse 
the more they try to hide their involvement. The sirens tell them they’re surrounded. They can’t run, 
and there’s no longer anywhere to hide… 

https://t.me/GrandTheftElection2020 is my channel where you can find all the states, plus the 
background info (Parts One and Two), the Conclusion (Part Three), and a document showing all the 
states and how the whole election played out like a video game, crash included. 
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Editor’s Note: Cyber Ninjas’ Doug Logan provided a long list of recommendations for how to secure 
future elections during the AZ hearing today which are applicable to every state. They were all well and 
good—what you would expect from a techno-geek. But management by machines programmed by 
people who can’t be trusted isn’t going to solve the problem. 

All the states, in my opinion, should vote to eliminate election management by machine and go back to 
paper ballots, counted by real people. My recommendation is that they make sure those real people ALL 
SWEAR to preserve and protect the Constitution of these United States, under penalty of at least 
perjury, if not treason, should any of them cross their fingers behind their backs and try to cheat 
anyway. 

=0= 

Of course, making history will always be much harder than reading about it. 

Holmes’ 1st Law of Project Management is that the amount of time to accomplish a given project is the 
5th Power of the number of people working on that project. That’s certainly been my experience in life, 
so I am not surprised at how long this project is taking, especially given the number of people who’ve 
decided to act like toddlers in grown up bodies and now hide in the closet with their stolen cookie jar, 
crumbs all around their mouths and cascading down their fronts. And they look up at Mommy and 
Daddy (us adults) with innocent smiles and ask, “What cookie jar?” 

However, Holmes’ 2nd Law of Project Management is that the amount of time to accomplish a given 
project is only the 3rd Power of the number of REALLY MAD* PEOPLE working on that project. So, yes, 
this project is taking a lot of time, but the more REALLY MAD* PEOPLE, especially the Super Moms and 
all the other people who do their best to act like adults and work together, the faster the project of 
auditing all fifty states, plus wannabe state DC, will be completed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*MAD “Making A Difference!” 
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Grand Theft Election 2020™ 
Part Four – Now What Do We Do? 
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Conclusion 
By Theresa Holmes 

As editor and compiler of the evidence of how the 2020 Election was stolen, it’s now my turn to tie 
everything together. 

While most of the work referenced within this history was provided by Capt. Seth Keshel and Draza 
Smith, with contributions by Dr. Frank, Guy Smith, @riffology and others, I’d like to acknowledge several 
major players not yet (or barely) mentioned. 

First, President Trump, for allowing this travesty to occur as the biggest sting operation in history. It 
can’t have been easy to work with his small group of fellow operatives under the radar and behind the 
scenes to set up all the traps needed to entice the toddlers in grownup bodies who so desperately want 
to shape Reality for their own purposes to come out of the shadows and reveal themselves and their 
dreadful worldview to the rest of us—whether we wanted to be slapped in the face with it or not. 

Second, General Michael Flynn for his constant reminders that we are all part of the Plan, and that we 
must focus on learning to work locally with each other to take back the power and authority that come 
from our response-ability to Reality as a whole, within Whom all of us are parts (even the toddlers in 
grownup bodies who have chosen to HATE Reality—and us—with everything in them). 

Third, Lin Wood, Sydney Powell, Mike Lindell, Prof. David Clements, Bobby Piton, Dr. Shiva, Patrick 
Byrne, and especially Jarrin Jackson, as well as too many others to name, who have all fought hard in 
their own ways to wake us all up to the single choice each of us has, to accept Reality and our places in 
it, or not. 

Fourth, all of YOU who have watched the shenanigans pulled by the toddlers in grownup bodies not just 
now, with this election, but going back decades. You have finally decided enough is enough and it’s time 
to stand up and fight back, not just here in the U.S., but all around the world. 

No more will we put up with the toddlers in grownup bodies—those minions of the Serpent—who have 
spent millennia building their Towers of Power on our backs and trying to suck all the wealth and life out 
of us. They have spent those millennia shaping history as a series of endless wars designed to kill off the 
excess rams (young men who might become threats to the old men at the tops of the tribal power 
structures that underlie what we call “civilization”). They have spent those millennia shaping the 
narrative to scare the sheep into feeding them, clothing them, and turning over all their wealth in 
exchange for the bare necessities to keep them alive to grow more food, make more clothing, and dig 
up more gold and silver for their “betters.” 

While this project has focused on Grand Theft Election 2020, this is only one of the three lines of attack 
being perpetrated against us by these toddlers in grownup bodies. 

The second line of attack is the plandemic and the efforts to get everyone vaccinated with assorted 
vaccines, particularly the mRNA vaccines that have been shown over the last 30 years to kill ALL the 
animals they’ve been tested on. Related is the effort to make everyone wear masks that don’t keep 
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viruses out but DO serve as breeding grounds for assorted dangerous bacteria, molds, and other 
pathogens. 

The third line of attack is the ongoing effort to indoctrinate all of us, but especially our children, with 
Critical Race Theory by ANY name, and thereby divide us so we will remain weak and amenable to the 
efforts of these minions of the Serpent to keep us under their thumbs. I’ve been working with fellow 
Montanans here in Gallatin County to deal with all three of these scourges, and I know we are not alone. 

While it’s true we can’t go back and change the choices that resulted in the Grand Theft Election 2020 
video game we’ve all been stuck in, fraud vitiates EVERYTHING, and the diamonds must still be returned. 
The game is over, and the thieves have lost, even though, like toddlers who refuse to go to bed even 
when they’re yawning and rubbing their eyes, the thieves are still in denial. They will be brought to 
account, not just here in this world, but before the Throne of God in the form of King Jesus. Who better 
to put them in timeout? Permanently, if they insist. 

The evidence shown by this project makes it clear that all 50 states plus the District of Columbia need 
full forensic audits using the Arizona Protocol, including canvassing to find those phantom voters used to 
drive each state to a predetermined result. In so doing, these minions of the Serpent stole our most 
precious right to determine who will represent us as our servants in security services, problem-solving, 
adjudication, and record-keeping, all while thumbing their noses at us in their belief that they know 
what’s best for us. 

Unfortunately, what we went through from well before the election till now, and have on record, shows 
it’s highly unlikely that we will ever be able to “prove” to all of these minions of the Serpent that we 
really do have all the evidence of their wrongdoing and are fully justified in bringing them to account 
under the Law. 

They will keep finding excuses to avoid accepting reality, like toddlers hiding in a closet after swiping the 
forbidden cookie jar (or the video game and player) and eating all the cookies. With cookie crumbs and 
chocolate smeared around their mouths and cascading down their fronts, they will look up at us with 
oh, so innocent smiles and ask, “What cookie jar?” Of course, they must try to hide their crimes, 
because they know the penalties as well—perhaps better—than we adults do. 

I’d really rather every one of these minions of the Serpent chose to give up their hatred of Abba and us 
because He and we aren’t what they want us to be. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we all chose to comfort, 
heal, and help each other learn how to BE His comfort and healing to each other and DO the tasks He 
sets before us? 

Alas that far too many of these minions of the Serpent will choose to run screaming into the belly of the 
beast they’d rather serve because they refuse to admit they could ever be wrong. I will not be surprised 
to see that number exceed one billion people eventually, and possibly go far higher. 

Sadly, what we’re going through now is the Judgement of the Sheep and the Goats, as Jesus describes it 
in Matthew 25:31-46. As a species, it’s time for us to graduate from kindergarten. This time of transition 
from the Tower of Power paradigm to the Blanket of Faith paradigm is our final exam. When it is 
completed, those minions of the Serpent who tried so hard to manipulate the rest of us into being their 
serfs will either join us in becoming adults or go into timeout—forever. 
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This is not to say we Children of the One True God should stop doing everything we can on the temporal 
level to make clear to the minions of the Serpent that we have had enough. We must keep working with 
each other to take back the Power and Authority granted to us as Children of Yahweh from those who 
have stolen it from us over the millennia through their con-games and their bullying. But we must also 
acknowledge that without His comfort, healing, and guidance, we cannot succeed. 

We, as a nation and as a world, have reached the precipice of destruction. No matter what we who 
accept Reality and our places in Him try to do out of our own strength, it will not be enough to beat back 
the forces of evil driven by the tales of the Serpent and his minions. We must call on Abba and ask Him 
to intervene on our behalf. It may not seem like it, but indeed we ARE calling on Abba, and He IS 
intervening on our behalf. Otherwise these minions would have won five years ago, and we’d be under 
their rule now, if not long dead in the final war to prune the population and usher in their Great Reset. 

Everyone involved AT ANY LEVEL in this theft and the ongoing efforts to cover it up, from precinct up to 
all three branches of the Federal Government, is guilty of treason, and therefore must be considered 
enemy combatants in league with enemies foreign AND domestic, all bent on destroying this nation as 
the final step to recreating the world in their image. 

Because the results of the 2020 Election have been so badly tainted, and so many people at all levels of 
civilian government in the U.S. have shown themselves to be corrupted in ways too numerous to detail 
here, it is my belief—and that of many others—that only the loyal military will be able to fix this on a 
temporal level. Our civilian government has become incapacitated beyond our ability as civilians to fix 
without the intervention of the military, with their additional training, equipment, and continuity-of-
government plans. 

But they MUST know that We the People stand behind them and that we respectfully request that they 
now act on their oath to preserve and protect the Constitution of these United States, under the guiding 
Hand of Yahweh, Reality as a whole. 

I raise my voice to tell President Trump and his operators in the military that it is now TIME TO ACT. We 
the People who accept Reality and our places in Him stand behind President Trump and the loyal 
military.  

May Abba Most High wrap His comfort, healing, and Joy around all of us, the Just and the Unjust alike, 
and help us all learn how to BE and DO His Will on Earth as it is in Heaven, to the greater Glory of His 
Holy Name! 

Amen! 
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